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Abstract
SICOPEX is a System for Interactive Computation of Optimum Extractions. The program
computes the septa positions, the kicker, bumper and septa strengths for a set of several
extractions through the same extraction channel in the SPS long straight sections LSS2 or
LSS6. These quantities are computed such as to maximise the relative gain of required
clearances at the entrance of the electrostatic and magnetic septa. These extractions can be of
different type (resonant or fast, including fast shaving) and at different energies.
The first part of this paper describes the formulation of the extraction problem and the algo-
rithm that is used to solve it. The second part explains the structure of the SICOPEX package,
and gives details of how to run SICOPEX on a Windows PC.
Prévessin,  23 September, 1998
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INTRODUCTION
The CERN SPS contains two extraction systems that are used for fixed target physics with
either protons or ions: one for beam extraction from LSS2 towards the North Experimental
Area and the other one for beam extraction from LSS6 towards the West experimental Area.
Both systems are mainly composed of the following subsystems [1]:
· an extraction channel consisting of an electrostatic septum ZS (five units), a thin magnetic
septum MST (three units) and an extractor magnet MSE (five units). Each septum, whose
units are housed in vacuum tanks, is mounted on a girder, of which the lateral position can
be precisely adjusted via remotely controlled servomotors.
· a bump system consisting of five horizontal and four vertical magnetic dipoles called
bumpers. Since the septa are located outside the aperture required for injection, the closed
orbit must be brought close to the septa for extraction. This is done with the horizontal
bumpers, whereas the vertical dipoles are used to centre the beam vertically inside the
20 mm gap of the magnetic septa in order to avoid beam losses on their poles.
· extraction multipoles (quadrupoles QE, sextupoles LSE and octupoles LOE) distributed at
appropriate locations around the ring and used for resonant extractions. The QEs and LOEs
drive the half-integer, whereas the LSEs drive the third-integer resonance.
· an extraction kicker MKE (three units) which is used for fast extractions. However, in the
case of so-called beam shaving, where only part of the beam is kicked across the ZS, an
additional pair of MKEs (consisting of two units each) has to compensate the fast closed
orbit deformation caused by the first MKE. Such a kicker system was only installed in
sextant 6 for fast extractions towards the West Area, and in the 1997/1998 long shutdown
was removed from the SPS.
 It must be noted that
· all elements, including the septa which are mounted on movable girders, stay at a fixed
position during the acceleration cycle; i.e. the girder positions cannot be pulsed,
· the same channel is used for different types of extractions (fast or resonant) and at different
energies,
· the electric field of the ZS remains constant during the cycle whereas the currents of the
bumpers and of the magnetic septa can be pulsed.
Originally, and except for the kicker system (MKE) which is only installed in sextant 6, the
extraction systems were strictly identical in both sextants; they were just two superperiods
distant from each other. The transformation of the SPS into a collider required the installation
of the p-injection system (MKA) in sextant 6 causing the first modification of the p-extracion
system. Hence some long horizontal bumpers (MPLH) were either replaced by short ones
(MPSH) or had to be positioned at a different location. The last major changes to the p-
extraction system in sextant 6 occurred when the extraction systems for leptons towards LEP
were also integrated into the same sextant. Schematic layouts of today’s p-extraction systems
in sextant 2 and in sextant 6 are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.
The first three versions of SICOPEX were written to run on the CDC front-end computers un-
der INTERCOM [2]–[5]. The input and output parts of version I were written in SIGMA [6],
an interactive, array and graphics oriented language, whereas the optimisation program was
written in FORTRAN [7]. This first version did not distinguish between West- and North-
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extraction, since at that time both extraction systems were identical. SIGMA being an inter-
preter written in FORTRAN, this version was very slow and very complicated to use for non-
specialists.
The different program packages of SICOPEX Version II were then written in FORTRAN and
grouped in a library. They could be executed interactively by MACRO commands. Since with
INTERCOM no full screen input was possible, a page by page input was simulated. The speed
and user comfort were considerably increased.
While in versions I and II the Twiss parameters were read from files which were produced by
previous AGS-runs, they were now calculated internally in SICOPEX version III. A Min
AGS, considering a simplified lattice of 108 cells QF-RBEND-QD-RBEND was used to
compute the optics functions (apart from the dispersion function) with a relative precision
better than 10-4. It was possible to compute these functions even for a machine with horizontal
tune split as needed for shared slow extraction between North and West.
SICOPEX Version IV [8] was written to become an integrated part of the SPS control system
running on Apollo Workstations 3500. Computed field strengths, currents, etc. were written
into a shared memory area, and could be accessed by any online program addressing the corre-
sponding hardware components.
While the kernel was still written in FORTRAN, the user interface of this Apollo version was
written in C, using the DOMAIN/Dialogue packages for graphics [9]. The two processes
communicated with each other via data written into a shared memory area using the MOPS
data structure [10].
A backup version of SICOPEX IV also ran on the IBM mainframe under VM/CMS. The pre-
processor and driver module “SICOPEX.EXEC” of this version was written in the REXX
language, whereas the postprocessor “SICOPEX.KUMAC” was a KUIP Macro to be interpreted
by PAW [11]. The different modules communicated with each other via ASCII data.
Both the Apollo and IBM versions read the previously computed layout; optics and separatrix
data from ASCII input files.
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Figure 1: Schematic Layout of Extraction Elements in LSS2
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Figure 2: Schematic Layout of Extraction Elements in LSS6
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PART I: DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD USED IN SICOPEX
 1 Formulation of the Problem
During an acceleration cycle different types of extractions at different energies can be per-
formed. The problem is to find "optimum" septa positions as well as septa and bumper strengths
for all these extractions. While the electric field of the ZS which is powered by a DC high
voltage supply, and the septa positions are common to all extractions (girders cannot be moved
during an acceleration cycle), the strengths of the septum and bumper magnets can be
individually adjusted for each of these extractions.
1.1 Optimisation Criterion
The following optimisation criteria have been found to be of physical interest:
· the clearances at the magnetic septa (gap between beam and septum) shall be maximised,
while
· the septa should be kept as far outside as possible within the permitted range, and
· without requiring excessive septa strengths (especially of the MST).
1.2 Constraints
 In addition to the condition that the extracted beam must be well centred at the location of the
first horizontal bending magnet of the extraction beam line ("th oretical xtraction point"), the
following constraints are further imposed:
· the required minimum clearances at the entrance of the magnetic septa must be guaranteed,
· the angle of the magnetic septa has to be such that neither circulating nor extracted beam will
hit these septa (no losses on MST and MSE !),
· the position and the angle of the electrostatic septum ZS must be adjusted such that the
losses for each individual extraction are minimised (tangential to the envelope of the circu-
lating beam),
· none of the septa positions must exceed the limits of a given (physically realistic) interval,
· particles of either the circulating or extracted beam must not enter the "non-linear field
region" in the focusing machine quadrupoles QF and QFA in the extraction channel,
· the horizontal closed orbit deformation in the extraction channel must be fully compensated,
· the septa and bumper currents must not exceed their physical limits Imax, whereas about 20%
of the available bumper strength remains reserved for high energy closed orbit corrections.
 Optionally the problem might even be further restricted by requiring some of the septa positions
or some of the currents to assume a certain fixed value.
1.3 Assumptions
 The method that has been applied to solve the above problem is based on the following
assumptions :
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· In order to reduce the problem to a linear optimisation problem with linear constraints, the
electric field of the ZS is supposed to be known. Since its strength is inversely proportional
to the energy of the particles, a convenient field value can easily be found by simple com-
putation, considering only the most energetic extraction and the required beam separation at
the entrance of the subsequent MST. Practical experience showed that field values of about
110 kV/cm give sufficient clearance at the MST at 450 GeV.
· The thin lens approximation is used for all extraction elements; i.e. the total deflecting force
of an element is reduced to a single kick of the same strength in its centre. For the septa that
are rather long elements, this thin lens approximation applies to each individual component
(unit).
· For each individual extraction, the corresponding circulating and extracted beam is repre-
sented by a discrete number of particles that describe the beam envelope when tracked
through the channel. Since at any location in the channel the betatron and dispersion func-
tions are known, it is sufficient to know the (normalised) phase space co-ordinates of these
particles at one specific location, e.g. at the entrance of the ZS.
ZS ZS
SSE FSE
Circulating Beam Extracted Beam Circulating Beam Extracted Beam
( 25.34 , 15.31) ( 25.34 , 15.31) ( 29.85 , 10.43) ( 29.85 , 10.43)
( 25.34 , 16.98) ( 25.34 , 16.98) ( 29.85 , 11.85) ( 29.85 , 11.85)
(-29.02 , 17.15) ( 41.27 , 25.08) (-10.90 , -0.59) ( 44.09 , 22.88)
(-30.67 , 16.35) ( 40.31 , 23.02) (-20.17 , -4.54) ( 43.68 , 20.87)
(  1.35 ,-38.79) (-29.76 ,-10.20) ( 36.74 , 15.33)
(  3.00 ,-40.11) (-35.37 ,-14.13)
(-35.62 ,-15.98)
( 10.19 ,  0.47)
( 20.18 ,  4.69)
Figure 3: Separatrices and normalised phase space co-ordinates (mm) of particles which represent the circulat-
ing and extracted beam of a third-integer Simultaneous Slow Extraction (SSE) and a half-integer
Fast-Slow Extraction (FSE)
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For resonant extractions, the separatrices at this location can be computed with the FORTRAN
program ‘PRTAGS’ [12],[13], without, however, taking into account the closed orbit deforma-
tions caused by the horizontal bump system. The ZS is then placed such that the maximum
normalised jumps at its entrance are about 15 mm and the theoretical losses less than 1% (see
Figure 3).
For fast extractions, the beam at the entrance of the ZS can easily be computed by simply
knowing the beam emittance and the kicker strength of the fast extraction kicker MKE. This
kicker strength is a function of the required clearances at the ZS and of the requested shaving
ratio (see 3.2, page 6). Note that with the hardware layout as used in 1998 only 100% shaving
ratio can be used.
 2 List of Symbols
In the following symbols, the subscripts indicate the element to which the quantity refers.
Quantities that may assume different values for each extraction are distinguished by the super-
script (N) indicating the number of the extraction considered. N rmalised values of the quan-
tities below are denoted by the corresponding boldface symbol.
2.1 Lattice Functions (Twiss parameters)
For a given working point (QH , V) of the machine, the betatron and dispersion functions can
be computed at all relevant locations in the extraction channel or in the machine e.g. by the
computer program MAD [14]. Since only the orizontal betatron oscillations are considered,
the indices H and V are dropped :
s = longitudinal co-ordinate of a location
b(N) = horizontal betatron wave function
a(N) = – 12 · 
db
ds
y(N) = ò b
ds
 = horizontal betatron phase
D(N) = dispersion function
Dp(N)
p  = relative momentum deviation
)N(
nb = b-value used for transformation into normalised phase space co-ordinates







K,K = quadrupole strength of normal and enlarged machine quadrupoles
CWK = quadrupole strength in e coil window of QDA (KCW = -0.160005·KQDA)
xN = distance of the neutral axis in the coil window from the centre of the QDA
(xN = 300.94 mm)
QFAQF xˆ,xˆ = maximum allowed horizontal excursions of particles from the centre line in
the focusing machine quadrupoles in order to stay in the good field region
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2.3 Extraction Beam Line
The centre of the first horizontal bending magnet in the extraction beam line is referred to as the
theoretical extraction point.
xTHP = horizontal distance of the theoretical extraction point from the reference orbit of
the circulating beam
sTHP = longitudinal distance of the theoretical extraction point from the end of QDA19
SEMQ = length of drift space between extractor magnet MSE and QDA19
2.4 Extraction Elements
In the following symbols the index S (Septum) stands for either of the three indices ZS (elec-
trostatic septum), TS (thin septum MST) or EM (extractor magnet MSE):
dS = septum thickness
­
Sx = upstream septum (inside) position from the reference orbit
¯
Sx = downstream septum (inside) position from the reference orbit
Sx¢ = septum angle with respect to the beam centre line
xSmin = lower physical limit for the septum position xS
xSmax = upper physical limit for the septum position xS
)N(
ISc = required minimum inside clearance at the septum entrance
)N(
OSc = required minimum outside clearance at the septum entrance
En = electric field strength of the nth ZS unit
)N(
SB = magnetic induction in the magnetic septum
)N(
Snk = septum strength of the n
th s ptum unit
)N(
SK = total septum strength
)N(
BnK = strength of the n
th horizontal bumper
)N(
























Sn D,,, yba = horizontal lattice functions at the centre of the n








Bn D,,, yba = horizontal lattice functions at the centre of the n








K D,,, yba = horizontal lattice functions at the centre of MKE614
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2.5 Beam at the ZS Entrance
The complex normalised phase space co-ordinates of the particles that represent the circulating














































































































 3 Mathematical Formulation of the Problem
3.1 Normalisation
3.1.1 Normalised Co-ordinates in the Phase Space
Denoting by s the longitudinal co-ordinate along the equilibrium orbit and by x the horizontal
component of the displacement from the equilibrium orbit, the general expression of the beta-
tron oscillation is given by the solution of Hill's equation:
( )










where a, b and y are the lattice functions at location s (see section 2.1, page 3), and pe is the
emittance of the particle considered. By introducing the normalised variables





the phase space (x,x') linearly transforms into the normalised phase space (x,x') at any particular











































































































Since det{N}=bn, an area A in the phase space (x,x') is related to the corresponding area A in
the normalised phase space (x,x') by:
A = bn·A
Using complex notation, the normalised vector z(y) = x(y) + i·x'(y) can be written as:
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( ){ }d+y-×eb=y×+y=y )s(iexp)('i)()( nxxz
from which can easily be seen that in the normalised phase space the trajectory of the betatron
oscillation (see Hill’s equation) describes a circle in the clockwise sense :
( ){ }1212 iexp)()( y-y×-×y=y zz
3.1.2 Normalised Kick Strength
A particle with the phase space co-ordinates (x,x') which is passing a thin multipole lens of
order (m+1) at location s, experiences an angular deflection Dx' which is proportional to the
strength K of the 2·(m+1)-pole and the mth power of its lateral displacement x :
Dx’ = K·xm
Since after passing a thin lens the position of the particle remains unchanged (Dx=0), one



































3.2 Kicker Strengths for Fast Extractions
For fast extractions, the beam is kicked across the electrostatic septum ZS by a fast extraction
kicker magnet which is located one lattice period (Dy @ p/2) before the ZS. The amount of
beam which is to be extracted can be controlled either by the time during which the beam is
kicked entirely across the ZS — called "hopping" if this time is less than one revolution time
— or by the kick amplitude, which can be selected such that only a certain percentage of all
particles is crossing the ZS. This second mechanism is called "shaving" and can also be com-
bined with chopping.
In the following considerations, the (small) number of particles that do not receive the full
deflection (e.g. during rise and fall time of the kicker pulse) shall be neglected. Also, since the
following formulae are valid for any fast extraction, the superscript '(N)' which refers to the
quantities y, D, KK, etc. and indicates the extraction-number, is omitted throughout this section.
3.2.1 "Chopping"
The circulating and extracted beam in the normalis d phase space at the entrance of the ZS are
shown in Figure 6 in which Dy = yZS – yK is the phase difference between the ZS and the
kicker and  R= bn·e , where pe is the beam emittance. Taking into account the lateral dis-
placement of the off-momentum particles which is proportional to the dispersion function D and






















Figure 4: Circulating and extracted beam at the ZS during a FE
3.2.2 "Shaving"
In order to compute the kick strength for a given shaving ratio, off-momentum particles can no
longer be considered. The kick amplitude will therefore be correct only for particles with
Dp/p=0. Since the electrostatic septum ZS is cutting into the beam, the outsid  clearance
becomes negative and therefore meaningless. Instead the quantity a is introduced which is the
normalised distance between the ZS and the centre of the kicked beam ( )KK ,xx ¢  in the normal-









The distance a depends on the fraction Q f the beam which is to be extracted. For its compu-
tation it is assumed that the distribution of the particles of the kicked beam in the (normalised)

































and therefore 86.5% of the particles are contained in a circular area of radius R = 2s.
Considering the negligible number of particles that are lost on the ZS as being extracted, the
relative amount of extracted beam is given by the following integral:
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1 a Û ( )Q= - 2erfc
2
R 1a
where erfc is the complementary error function and erfc -1 its inverse.
3.3 Beam at any Location s
For each extraction, the circulating and extracted beams are represented by nC  (respectively nE)
particles, describing the beam envelopes when tracked through the channel. Their complex
normalised phase space co-ordinates, which depend on the location in the extraction channel
given by the corresponding betatron phase y, are summarised in the vectors )()N(C yZ  and
)()N(E yZ .
Upstream of the ZS there is of course no real separation between particles which are to be
extracted and particles remaining in the machine. The whole beam at these locations is repre-








exisiting  : Beam Extracted








By introducing the functions  ef(x) = e-ix·u(x)  and  efc(x) = e-ix·u*(x), where u(x) is the unit step
function† and u*(x) its complement, )()N(C yZ  and )(
)N(
E yZ  can then be expressed as linear
functions of the unknown septa and bumper strengths. They are obtained from  )()N(C yZ  and
)()N(E yZ  by the following transformations:










C iiexp)( y-y×+y-y-=y å
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efKZZ
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3.4 Detailed Description of the Constraints
3.4.1 Beam at the Septum Entrance
Both frontal and lateral beam losses at the septum can be distinguished. The former are due to
the finite thickness dS while the latter are due to the nonzero length LS of the septum. Depending
on the position and the angle of particles entering the septum, they may either hit it directly on
the front, or, provided they have an angle which points (too) strongly towards the septum, they
will hit it laterally somewhere on their trajectory through the septum.
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A particle gets lost if its position x and its angle x’ at the septum entrance satisfy the following













­-=D Sxxx  and Sxxx ¢-¢=¢D  are the relative position and the relative angle of the particle
with respect to the septum, whereas LS and KS are the length and the integral strength of the
septum. The region which includes the phase space co-ordinates of all these particles at the







Figure 5: "Effective Septum Thickness" in Phase Space at Septum Entrance
3.4.1.1 Beam at the ZS
The ZS is the first element in the extraction channel that separates the extracted from the cir-
culating beam. Losses on the ZS can theoretically only be avoided in the case of a fast extraction
of 100% of the beam during one revolution time, where the rise time of the kicker pulse has to
be well synchronised with the longitudinal RF hole in the beam.
The effective septum thickness of the ZS being given, and assuming that the particle density of
the beam and along the separatrices were well known, it would be possible to compute for a
given upstream position ­ZSx  the appropriate angle which minimises these losses [2]. H w ver,
such an exercise is more of academic than of practical interest, since due to the mechanical and
electrical tolerances, the downstream position ¯ZSx of the ZS must anyway be adjusted experi-
mentally such as to minimise the beam losses at the ZS.
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By making the circulating beams tangential to the ZS, the "lateral losses" along the ZS are then
caused entirely by particles of the extracted beam entering the ZS with an angle that is too
negative. Thus for each extraction the following conditions are imposed:
( ){ }{ }


















3.4.1.2 Beam at the MST and MSE
The separation between the circulating and extracted beam at the entrance of the magnetic septa
is mainly a function of the deflecting force of the septa which are located further upstream. This
separation must be at least large enough to guarantee the minimum required inside and outside
clearances between the beams and the septum. It is even aimed to increase all these clearances
by at least a factor g that remains to be maximised:
( ){ }{ }


































Since at the entrance of the MST and MSE the minimum angle of particles of the extracted
beam is greater than the maximum angle of circulating particles, it is easy to position these septa
such as to avoid any frontal and lateral losses. The downstream positions of the magnetic septa
are not very critical and can be chosen in a wide range between the circulating and extracted
beam, even if it is required that the clearance between circulating beam and septum is at least the
same at the septum exit as at its entrance:















If the downstream positions are not imposed, they are computed such that the MST is parallel
to the envelope of all circulating particles among all extractions, whereas the MSE is aligned
such that both girder positions are identical: i.e. septum positions of mm32xx MSEMSE +=
­¯ .
3.4.2 Beam in the focusing Quadrupoles
The horizontal beam size is biggest in the focusing machine quadrupoles QF and QFA, where
the envelope function b(s) assumes its maximum. At these locations the horizontal closed orbit
deformations must be restricted such as to avoid that the outmost particles enter the non-linear
field region. By tolerating field errors up to 5 ‰ these limits are:
mm 70xˆQF = and mm 90xˆQFA =
However, no limitations need to be imposed on the particle excursions inside the focusing quad-
rupoles at locations 12 and 22, neither in sextant 2 nor in sextant 6. Since they are very close to
either the first or to the last of the 5 horizontal bumper magnets, the additional closed orbit
deformation is negligible inside these quadrupoles. Furthermore, the beam in the QFAs must
only be limited towards the outside (x>0) since they are located near the septa where the closed
orbit deformation is positive.
For both sextants these constraints can be formulated by the following linear inequalities:
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3.4.3 Extracted Beam at Extraction Point
The extracted beam must be well centred at the location of the first horizontal bending magnet
in the extraction beam line to allow proper steering. The centre of the extracted beam must
therefore meet a "theoretical extraction point". Between the extractor magnet MSE and this
point, the beam passes through a coil window in the enlarged quadrupole QDAn191*, where the
magnetic field is not vanishing but has a gradient of about 16% of the main field gradient and of























Figure 6: Field in Coil Window of Quadrupole QDA5171
                                         
* n being the number of the sextant (2 or 6)
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The position THPx  and angle THPx¢  of the beam centre at the extraction point is related to its































where M = {mij} = M1M2M3  is the product of the following three transfer matrices
M = 
( ) ( )
















































and LQ is the magnetic length of the field in the coil window, which is assumed to be the same as
the one of the main quadrupole field.




























































from which the following linear equation for the normalised phase space co-ordinates of the
beam centre at the exit of the MSE can be deduced:
( ) N11THP)N(EME*12)N(EME*11 xm1xmm ×--=¢+ xx
*
11m  and 
*
12m  are coefficients of  M
* = {m*ij} = MN
-1 and N is the normalisation matrix at the
exit of the MSE, whereas ( ))N(EME)N(E)N(EME)N(EME i y=¢×+ Zxx  is the centre of gravity of ( ))N(EME)N(E yZ .
3.4.4 Compensation for Horizontal Closed Orbit Deformation
The closed orbit deformation that is necessary to bring the beam close to the septa must be fully
compensated at the end of the extraction channel. The following conditions must therefore hold
for the bumper strengths of all N extractions:









These are two linear equations for the bumper strengths )N(BnK  since both the resultant position
and angle must be zero.
3.4.5 Physical Limitations
The maximum current Imax of the corresponding power supplies limits the available septa and
bumper strengths. The septa positions must also be kept within physical realistic limits, which
are usually more restrictive than those corresponding to maximum girder movements.
Since the horizontal bumpers are also used to correct any high energy closed orbit errors in the
extraction channel, about 20% of their available strength should be reserved for this purpose.



























The relation between septa and bumper strengths and currents is given in appendix A, page 29.
Note: It is also possible to specify that any of the above quantities assume a given fixed value.
The corresponding inequality would then be replaced by an equation.
3.5 Description of the Objective Function
The objective function W is the function to be maximised without violating the constraints that
have been formulated in the previous section. As already mentioned, it is aimed to optimise all
settings to obtain the maximum possible clearance at the entrance of the magnetic septa.
Denoting by )N(IScD and 
)N(
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This is the quantity that has been chosen to be maximised. However, at the same time it should
be aimed to keep the septa positions as far outside as possible without compensating this by
high MST-currents. This can be achieved by favouring the septa positions and penalising the
MST-strengths in the following way:













where W1 and W2 are well chosen positive weight factors defining the priority of the different
criteria. In the program these weights have been set to W1=0.1 and 2=0.01, meaning that the
relative increase of the septa positions is ten times less important than the relative gain of clear-
ance, but ten times more important than the relative reduction of the MST currents.
A simplified explanation of this choice would be the following: since the field in the ZS is given,
the minimum beam separation at the MST is determined by the most energetic extracion.
Supposing there were no further restrictions on the septa positions and MST-currents, the
maximum value for G is hereby found. In general there exist an infinite number of solutions for
this value Gmax. Preference is now given to those among them, for which the septa positions are
as far outside as possible so as not to reduce the obtained gain in clearance G. This is achieved
by selecting W1 to be considerably less than the weighting factor of G. Finally, among these
remaining solutions, (the) one with minimum MST-strengths but still guaranteeing the same gain
of clearance at the MSE as at the MST, shall be selected.
3.6 Solution
Since the objective function W is a linear function of some of the unknown variables and all
constraints are linear equations or inequalities of the unknown values, the problem can easily be
solved with the SIMPLEX algorithm [7].
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 4 Structure of the SICOPEX Package
The SICOPEX package now runs on a Windows PC, and consists of the compiled FORTRAN
program Sicopex.exe and an EXCEL program Sicopex.xls (written in Visual BASIC) that
manages the data files, input, output and visualisation. The data and program structure is
schematically represented below in Figure 7. All files connected with the package, including
executables and data input and output files, are organised in a logical directory structure on a
networked fileserver, visible from any PC at CERN. This directory structure is shown in Figure
8, with branches expanded to show the locations of the important files. The programs run
locally on the user's PC, and local input/output files can be used if required. The user selects an
SPS version (identified by the year) and the extraction zone (West/North). With this choice is
associated a physical SPS layout file, a set of SPS optics files with their associated separatrix
files grouped in folders named by the extraction type, and also the previous SICOPEX input
files that contain pre-defined extraction problems.
The characteristics of the various files and programs required to run SICOPEX are shown in
Table 1 below. In the following sections the structure and function of these various input,
output and program files are discussed in detail.
Name Type Typical size Description
Input data files
*.inn Text 1 kb Input file with run-time data and file paths
Layout.txt Text 11 kb Input file with machine element data
Optics.txt Text 24 kb Input file with machine optics data
*.txt Text 1 kb Input file with extraction separatrix
Program files
Sicopex.exe DOS exec. 181 kb Compiled FORTRAN executable
Sicopex.xls EXCEL 87 kb Visual BASIC macros and user interfaces
Output data files
*.txt Text 40 kb Output file with print of problem & solution
*.xls EXCEL 110 kb Output file with graphs of trajectories
Table 1: File and program characteristics for SICOPEX.





























Figure 8: Data directory structure of the SICOPEX package on PC.




This compiled FORTRAN program is the core of the SICOPEX package. It solves the optimi-
sation problem described earlier in this paper. After reading and normalising all the input data,
this program first computes the required kicker strengths for the fast extractions and the phase
space co-ordinates of the particles that represent the circulating and extracted beams. It then
computes all coefficients of the linear constraints and of the objective function W and fills the
SIMPLEX pivot table [7]. If a solution is found, all the normalised quantities (strengths, posi-
tions, angles etc.) are transformed back to real quantities and the different beams are tracked
through the extraction channel. The results are then written onto the corresponding output files.
The print file can be examined directly, or the plot file treated with the EXCEL application
described in 4.1.2 for visualisation purposes.
4.1.2 Sicopex.xls
This program performs the function of a pre-processor, a driver and a post-processor. It is
written in Visual BASIC and executed within an EXCEL worksheet. The application is essen-
tially the Man-Machine Interface (MMI) to SICOPEX, and sets up the input file that is read by
Sicopex.exe. It also acts as a driver in that the correct command line arguments for Sicopex. xe
are assembled, and the program itself executed within a DOS shell. The post-processor function
is to convert the raw data output, written by Sicopex.exe, into a presentable EXCEL graph,
displaying the trajectories of the extracted beams.
In addition to treatment of new extraction problems, an existing extraction problem can be
loaded, as defined in a saved .inn input file, and this can be easily modified to allow an iterative
approach to complex problems.
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4.2 Input Data Files
4.2.1 SICOPEX Input File (problem_name.inn)
This file is generated on-line by the Sicopex.xls application. It contains the information allowng
Sicopex.exe to solve the extraction problem, including the full name and path of the layout and
optics files, the separatrices and the additional information defined by the user. Data are
separated by blanks, and by convention an undefined value is represented by 1E+50.
Sicopex.exe inputs the data via a READ statement, and obviously there is a one-to one corre-
spondence between the data in this file and the order of the READ statement. An annotated
example of an input file is shown in Figure9 below, for three separate extractions, of which the





QFA/QA good field region
Maximum septum positions
ZS fields







68 50 51 37 65 47
100   105   110   115   120




Data specific to Extr.#1
Optional fixed currents for Extr.#1
Separatrix file for Extr.#1
Optics file for Extr.#1
SSE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c 100% to WEST
SSE
450 0 109 1E+50 1E+50 6 4 10 7





Data specific to Extr.#2
Optional fixed currents for Extr.#2
Separatrix file for Extr.#2
Optics file for Extr.#2
SSE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c 100% to NORTH
SSE
450 0 109 1E+50 1E+50 6 4 10 7





Data specific to Extr.#3
Optional fixed currents for Extr.#3
Separatrix file for Extr.#3
Optics file for Extr.#3
FSE EXTRACTION at 446 GeV/c
FSE
446 0 109 1E+50 1E+50 6 4 10 7





Data specific to Extr.#4
Optional fixed currents for Extr.#4
Optics file for Extr.#4
FE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c
FE
450 0 109 4 3 5 4 9 6
0.08 100  4221 1E+50 1E+50 1E+50 1E+50 1E+50 -217
H:\MS\SICOPEX\DATA\1991.V1\WEST\FE\OPTICS.TXT
End of File marker End of File: 9/12/98 at 14:15:52
Figure 9: Example .inn file (boxed), with annotations identifying the data on each line.
The input filename is given by the problem <stem>, as specified by the user in dialog 1, to which
is appended the suffix .inn. By default the file is written to the directory
/sicopex/data/<layout>/<zone>/input/
where <layout> and <zone> are the specific options chosen by the user.
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4.2.2 SPS Machine Layout File (Layout.txt)
This file contains the names (£ 16 characters delimited by single quotes) of the elements and the
s-positions at which the trajectories of the different extractions are to be computed. Data are
separated by blanks. The elements are listed in the same order as they are installed in the
machine. There are several mandatory positions at which the extractions are constrained. These
required elements are shown in the following list:
QF Centre of QFn141 and QFn201 in LSSn
QFA Centre of QFn161 and QFn181 in LSSn
ZS Centre of ZS units (Electrostatic septum)
TS Centre of MST units (Thin Septum)
EM Centre of MSE units (Extraction Magnet)
K Centre of MKE units (Extraction K cker)
B Centre of horizontal bumpers
SB Septum Entrance (Septum Begin)
SE Septum Exit
QDA Entrance and exit of QDAn191 in LSSn
THPT Theoretical extraction point
The positions (sequential numbers) of these elements are defined in several lines after the
sequential list of elements. Several of these positions also have other attributes, for example
maximum bumper currents, conversion factors etc. These are appended to the end of the Layout
file. An example of the full layout file can be found in Appendix B, section 10.1 (the marker
names and following attributes on each line are not functional). Note that the convention is to
name the file using the year as the name and the version as the extension, e.g. 1991.v1.
4.2.3 SPS Optics File (Optics.txt)
Optics files are text files containing the element names and the horizontal betatron and disper-
sion functions at all the locations specified in the layout file which corresponds to the given
machine version (in practice to the given year). There must therefore be a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the elements in the layout and optics files.
The optics file by convention is called optics.txt, and is found in the subdirectory named after
the abbreviation for the extraction type (FE, SSE, …) to which the machine tune applies.
As for the layout file, these files can be extracted e.g. from a MAD OPTICS output. A sample
optics file is given in Appendix B, section 1.1.
4.2.4 Extraction Separatrix File (separatrix_name.txt)
These text files contain the normalised phase space co-ordinates (x, x') in mm of the 'limiting
particles' which represent the circulating and extracted beams (see e.g. Figure 3 on page 2).
These co-ordinates can be interpolated from the preliminary separatrix computations with the
program 'PRTAGS' [12],[13], where the normalised relative ZS position is selected such that
the losses at this position are less than 10% per mm, which in practice corresponds to normal-
ised jumps of about 15 mm. The file contains the following lines per separatrix:
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· A comment line containing additional information which characterises the separatrix
considered, as e.g. multipoles used to drive the resonance, their polarities etc.,
· The number of particles representing the circulating and extracted beam and (not
mandatory)  the value of bn (m) used for the normalisation,
· Normalised phase space co-ordinates of particles representing the circulating beam,
· Normalised phase space co-ordinates of particles representing the extracted beam.
It must be noted that the particles at the position of the ZS must be specified for the circulating
and the extracted beam.
A sample separatrix file is shown in Appendix B, section 10.3.
4.3 Output Data Files
4.3.1 Output Print File (problem_name.txt)
The print file summarises in a first part all the input data provided by the user. If required the
Twiss parameters can also be included for each extraction. If a solution was found the results
are given in a second part which contains:
· additional gain G of clearance
· computed septum positions
· computed septum, bumper and kicker strengths
· computed septum, bumper and kicker deflections
· computed envelope of all trajectories for each extraction
· computed envelope of all trajectories for all extractions
This file can be copied into another document (e.g. WORD) or can be printed directly.
A sample print file is shown in appendix B, section 10.4 (n te that the actual trajectory listings
are not included in this example for space reasons). The filename is given by the problem
<stem>, to which is appended the suffix .txt. By default the file is written to the directory
/sicopex/data/<layout>/<zone>/output/
where <layout> and <zone> are the specific options chosen by the user.
4.3.2 Output Plot File (problem_name.xls)
The graphical output is generated from a plot file that SICOPEX writes directly in text format.
This text file is then converted to an Excel workbook by the Sicopex.xls macro. The workbook
contains the raw s and x co-ordinates for the envelopes of the various trajectories to be plotted,
and an Excel graph is constructed to visualise these trajectories. The filename is given by the
problem <stem>, to which is appended the suffix .xls. By default the file is written to the
directory
/sicopex/data/<layout>/<zone>/output/
where <layout> and <zone> are the specific options chosen by the user. Sample trajectory plots
are shown in Appendix B, section 10.5. Buttons are included so that individual trajectories can
be switched on or off to aid the visualisation, and so that the print file can be called directly.
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 5 Running SICOPEX
5.1 Setting up the SICOPEX Package
5.1.1 System Requirements
A Pentium PC running Windows 95 is required to run the SICOPEX package. The EXCEL
version 97 is also required.
5.1.2 File Access
The files required to run SICOPEX are all found in the directory structure described above. The
main directory can be found on the network disk srv2_home_div_sl.home_2.system.cern (this
can be mounted on a spare drive letter, e.g. H). The main SICOPEX directory is then
H:\ms\sicopex. The user will require read-write access to this directory. This can be requested
by email from brennan.goddard@cern.ch.
5.2 Using SICOPEX
For the PC the SICOPEX package has been rewritten to take advantage of the features of
EXCEL, including command programming in Visual BASIC, structured Graphical User Inter-
faces, spreadsheet data treatment and comprehensive graph plotting capability. The executable
Sicopex.exe is passed the names of the layout, optics and input files, and writes to a text print
file and a graph file that is converted to an EXCEL chart. The user is required to first define the
boundary condition of the problem, such as the file names, the number of extractions, the
extraction zone etc. Then the data particular to the problem are entered, including the relevant
hardware values (e.g. ZS voltages, range of girder movement, any fixed girder positions etc.).
Finally, the data for each individual extraction are entered, with the extraction type, separatrix,
required clearances, known beam parameters etc. This information is all used to produce an
input file. The program Sicopex.exe is then executed, using this file as input.
The features of all the Graphical User Interface (dialog) pages are given in the following
sections. All dialog pages share the following features:
· A value marked 1E+50 indicates that a variable is undefined
· "continue" acts as the accept button and moves the user on to the next panel
· "back" moves the user back to the previous dialog panel to make changes or check
parameters
· "quit" stops the execution of the program (without leaving EXCEL).
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5.2.1 Starting the program
The application ..\sicopex\excel\Sicopex.xls should be started in EXCEL (version 97). The
main program executes automatically and the user has the choice of starting a new problem,
opening an existing problem or quitting to EXCEL, below.
If the option "Load from File" is chosen at start-up, the usual Windows 95 file selection pop-up
appears, below. This should be used to select the required .inn file from those available.
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5.2.2 Dialog Page 1: Loading an Existing Problem
Once an existing input (.inn) file is chosen, Dialog Page 1 appears with a copy of this input file,
below. This lets the user check the parameters of the input file selected, and the user has the
choice of continuing with this file, or going back to chose another input file.
5.2.3 Beginning a New Extraction Problem
If the option "New Extraction" is selected the user is taken directly to Dialog 2 - Data common
to all extractions. Note that the default settings are however present in this and all subsequent
dialog boxes. These settings are contained in the special .inn file:
\sicopex\data\defaults\default.inn
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5.2.4 Dialog Page 2: General File and Problem Setup
This dialog page, shown below, allows the user to set the following general file and problem
attributes:
· Title text appears at head of print file
· Extraction Zone North or West
· SPS version SPS layout (year)
· Number of separate extractionsless than 10
· Problem <stem> name defines input and output file names
· Print Twiss flag determines if Twiss is included in print file
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5.2.5 Dialog Page 3: Parameters Common to all Extractions
This dialog page, shown below, allows the user to set the following attributes that are common
to all extractions:
· Maximum excursions in normal and enlarged quadrupoles
· Range of septum positions upstream and downstream for ZS, MST and MSE
· ZS fields actual ZS fields (fixed)
· Optional fixed septum positionsupstream and downstream for ZS, MST and MSE
For the last point it should be noted that fixing the downstream position only is not allowed.
5.2.6 Dialog Page 4: Characteristics of Individual Extractions
This dialog page is displayed once for each individual extraction. Depending on the extraction
type (resonant or fast extraction, see below), it allows the user to set the following attributes for
each extraction :
· Title description to be included in print file
· Momentum dispersion Dp/p
· Normalising beta bN *) given in m
· Beam momentum (energy)at extraction
· Extraction type FE, FSE, SSE or SE
· Clearances required inside and outside of ZS, MST and MSE
                                         
*) must correspond to the value selected for the computation of the separatrix
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· Separatrix selected from file — FSE, SSE or SE only
· Emittance horizontal (not normalised) — FE only
· Shaving ratio percent — FE only
· Optional fixed currents bumpers or MST, MSE currents
For resonant extraction the ZS clearances are ignored.
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5.3 Computation and visualisation of results
When the data entry is terminated the Excel program will create the input file, save it in the
appropriate location, and then launch the Si opex. xe kernel with the correct file names as
command line parameters. Upon execution of the program the user will see the message shown
below which gives the execution string used to launch the Sicopex.exe kernel, and also gives the
return message which indicates either a successful execution, or that the program did not find a
solution. In either case the user may return to the data entry dialogs by selecting "cancel", or if a
solution was found the user may move to the visualisation stage by selecting "Yes".
Alternatively the user may open the print file by selecting "No".
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PART III: CONCLUSIONS & APPENDIXES
 6 Conclusions
The new version of SICOPEX described above has been tested on the PC system. It produces
correct numerical results and an output in the familiar and user friendly Excel graphical format.
The data entry has been simplified with the addition of Graphical User Interfaces, and a simple
but logical directory structure has been combined with the file type and location to produce an
integrated package that is robust enough to allow semi-expert exploitation. The resolution of
the extraction problems remains a technique requiring understanding of the extraction system,
its limitations and the problems associated with the computation of trajectories; for this reason
the SICOPEX package has not been designed with fail safe mechanisms and full data integrity
checks in the code. Instead this remains an application requiring a certain amount of expert
knowledge for its exploitation.
Further Extensions
The following extensions to the present package could be envisaged:
· Integration of PRTAGS to compute the separatrices for resonant extraction. This would
allow the suppression of the separatrix input files which have to be calculated off-line at
present.
· Integration of MAD to directly compute the Twiss parameters from inside the package. This
would allow the suppression of the Optics input files which have to be calculated off-line at
present.
· Integration of a link to the SPS machine database (Oracle) to directly access the hardware
layout from inside the package. This would allow the suppression of the Layout input files
which have to be calculated off-line at present.
· Automatic transfer of the computed strengths and positions to the control software (this
could possibly be done in the framework of an automated transfer line steering package, see
e.g. [15])
· Addition of the physical apertures and offsets of the elements in the visualisation package, to
allow more optimisation possibilities for the trajectories.
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 9 APPENDIX A:   Hardware Constants
9.1 Deflection and Associated Field or Currents of Septa and Bumpers
9.1.1 Electrostatic Septum ZS
A particle with momentum p which traverses an electrostatic field E of length L with a relativis-











For high momentum particles (b»1) and for one ZS-unit, having an electric field length of







The maximum field strength is assumed to be :   Emax = 125 
kV
cm .
9.1.2 Magnetic Septa MST, MSE and Bumpers
A particle with momentum p traversing a magnetic field B receives an angular deflection k
which is proportional to the integrated field strength òB·dl and inversely proportional to the
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9.2 Maximum Current of Power Supplies
Name of Element Name of Power SupplyMax. Current
    MST217      MST  2177  7500 A   
    MSE218      MSE  2183 24000 A   
    MPSH2120      MPSH 2120   395 A   
    MPLH2143      MPLH 2142   395 A   
    MPBH2173      MPBH 2173  1022 A   
    MPLH2199      MPLH 2199   395 A   
    MPLH2219      MPLH 2219   315 A   
    MST617      MST  6177  7500 A   
    MSE618      MSEL 6183 24000 A   
    MPSH6120      MPSH 6120   395 A   
    MPSH6140      MPSH 6140   600 A   
    MPEH6160      MPEH 6160   395 A   
    MPNH6173      MPNH 6173   505 A   
    MPNH6193      MPNH 6193   395 A   
    MPSH6200      MPSH 6200   395 A   
    MPLH6217      MPLH 6217   315 A   
Table 2 : Maximum Current of Power Supplies
9.3 Mechanical Positions of the Septa for Zero Girder Positions
ZS MST MSE
upstream position 69.71 51.06 65.00
downstream position55.29 58.94 97.00
Table 3 : Septa positions for zero girder positions
9.4 Offset of the 5 MSE-Units
  MSE1 MSE2 MSE3 MSE4 MSE5
Upstream: 0.0 -7.635 -11.15 -10.54 -5.81
Downstream -5.81 -10.54 -11.15 -7.635 0.0
Table 4: Offset (mm) of MSE-Units from straight line connecting the extreme ends
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 10 APPENDIX B:   Sample File Listings
10.1 Layout File (for LSS6)
'WEST' 243
'BEGEXCH6       '     6141.51726536
'MPSH61202      '     6141.87426536    B         395.      1.384
'MPSH61202      '     6142.23126536
'S19            '     6143.18896832
'BPH            '     6143.32646832
'BPH            '     6143.46396832
'S13            '     6143.55896832
'QF1            '     6145.10146832
'QF1            '     6146.64396832
'S5             '     6147.00396832
'MBA            '     6150.13396832
'MBA            '     6153.26396832
'S4             '     6153.66396832
'MBA            '     6156.79396832
'MBA            '     6159.92396832
'S3             '     6160.31396832
'MBB            '     6163.44396832
'MBB            '     6166.57396832
'S2             '     6166.95396832
'MBB            '     6170.08396832
'MBB            '     6173.21396832
'S46            '     6173.75396832
'MPSV61303      '     6173.89146832
'MPSV61303      '     6174.02896832
'S47            '     6175.20367128
'BPCN           '     6175.32167128
'BPCN           '     6175.43967128
'S48            '     6175.55667128
'QD             '     6177.09917128
'QD             '     6178.64167128
'S1             '     6178.99167128
'MBB            '     6182.12167128
'MBB            '     6185.25167128
'S2             '     6185.63167128
'MBB            '     6188.76167128
'MBB            '     6191.89167128
'S3             '     6192.28167128
'MBA            '     6195.41167128
'MBA            '     6198.54167128
'S4             '     6198.94167128
'MBA            '     6202.07167128
'MBA            '     6205.20167128
'S18            '     6205.51267128
'MPSH61402      '     6205.86967128    B         600.      1.384
'MPSH61402      '     6206.22667128
'S19            '     6207.18437424
'BPH            '     6207.32187424
'BPH            '     6207.45937424
'S13            '     6207.55437424
'QF1            '     6209.09687424    QF
'QF1            '     6210.63937424
'S122           '     6212.35037424
'MKA61432       '     6213.24037424
'MKA61432       '     6214.13037424
'S123           '     6214.37937424
'MKE614         '     6215.38637424    K
'MKE614         '     6216.39337424
'S124           '     6216.98537424
'MKE614         '     6217.99237424    K
'MKE614         '     6218.99937424
'S36            '     6219.29837424
'MKE614         '     6220.30537424    K
'MKE614         '     6221.31237424
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'S125           '     6224.30937424
'MBB            '     6227.43937424
'MBB            '     6230.56937424
'S2             '     6230.94937424
'MBB            '     6234.07937424
'MBB            '     6237.20937424
'S25            '     6237.73537424
'MPSV61503      '     6237.87287424
'MPSV61503      '     6238.01037424
'S26            '     6239.55207720
'QD             '     6241.09457720
'QD             '     6242.63707720
'S1             '     6242.98707720
'MBB            '     6246.11707720
'MBB            '     6249.24707720
'S2             '     6249.62707720
'MBB            '     6252.75707720
'MBB            '     6255.88707720
'S3             '     6256.27707720
'MBA            '     6259.40707720
'MBA            '     6262.53707720
'S4             '     6262.93707720
'MBA            '     6266.06707720
'MBA            '     6269.19707720
'S126           '     6269.54307720
'MPEH61602      '     6269.69307720    x         395.      4.5825436
'MPEH61602      '     6269.84307720
'S127           '     6271.19678016
'QF1A           '     6273.09228016    QFA
'QF1A           '     6274.98778016
'S60            '     6276.64678016    SB        125.      .3   .15
'ZS61633        '     6278.21178016    ZS
'ZS61633        '     6279.77678016
'S61            '     6280.55678016
'ZS61638        '     6282.12178016    ZS
'ZS61638        '     6283.68678016
'S61            '     6284.46678016
'ZS61655        '     6286.03178016    ZS
'ZS61655        '     6287.59678016
'S61            '     6288.37678016
'ZS61671        '     6289.94178016    ZS
'ZS61671        '     6291.50678016
'S61            '     6292.28678016
'ZS61676        '     6293.85178016    ZS
'ZS61676        '     6295.41678016    SE
'S128           '     6299.95648312
'MKLP61698      '     6301.44548312
'MKLP61698      '     6302.93448312
'S23            '     6303.19448312
'QDA            '     6305.08998312
'QDA            '     6306.98548312
'S129           '     6308.56248312
'MPNH61733      '     6309.58248312    B         505.      .75704
'MPNH61733      '     6310.60248312
'S130           '     6312.78648312
'MSL            '     6314.27148312
'MSL            '     6315.75648312
'S131           '     6315.94048312
'MSL            '     6317.42548312
'MSL            '     6318.91048312
'S132           '     6319.84048312
'TPSN           '     6320.99048312
'TPSN           '     6322.14048312
'S133           '     6322.83248312    SB        7500.     7.9   4.0
'MST617         '     6324.02248312    TS
'MST617         '     6325.21248312
'S66            '     6326.06648312
'MST617         '     6327.25648312    TS
'MST617         '     6328.44648312
'S66            '     6329.30048312
'MST617         '     6330.49048312    TS
'MST617         '     6331.68048312    SE
'S134           '     6334.39818608
'BPHA           '     6334.64818608
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'BPHA           '     6334.89818608
'S59            '     6335.19218608
'QF2A           '     6337.08768608    QFA
'QF2A           '     6338.98318608
'S69            '     6340.28518608    SB        24000.    4.737  17.
'MSE618         '     6341.47518608    EM
'MSE618         '     6342.66518608
'S66            '     6343.51918608
'MSE618         '     6344.70918608    EM
'MSE618         '     6345.89918608
'S66            '     6346.75318608
'MSE618         '     6347.94318608    EM
'MSE618         '     6349.13318608
'S66            '     6349.98718608
'MSE618         '     6351.17718608    EM
'MSE618         '     6352.36718608
'S66            '     6353.22118608
'MSE618         '     6354.41118608    EM
'MSE618         '     6355.60118608    SE
'S70            '     6367.18988904    QDA
'QDA            '     6369.08538904
'QDA            '     6370.98088904    QDA       300.94     .160005
'S135           '     6372.94888904
'MKLE61933      '     6373.68088904
'MKLE61933      '     6374.41288904
'S136           '     6374.77588904
'MPNH61936      '     6375.79588904    x         395.      .75704
'MPNH61936      '     6376.81588904
'S137           '     6389.14738904
'THEXTPT6       '     6389.14738904    THPT      435.86
'S138           '     6390.69488904
'MKE619         '     6391.70188904    K
'MKE619         '     6392.70888904
'S36            '     6393.00788904
'MKE619         '     6394.01488904    K
'MKE619         '     6395.02188904
'S123           '     6395.27088904
'MKA61997       '     6396.16088904
'MKA61997       '     6397.05088904
'S139           '     6397.49888904
'MPSH62002      '     6397.85588904    B         395.      1.384
'MPSH62002      '     6398.21288904
'S19            '     6399.17059200
'BPH            '     6399.30809200
'BPH            '     6399.44559200
'S13            '     6399.54059200
'QF2            '     6401.08309200    QF
'QF2            '     6402.62559200
'S5             '     6402.98559200
'MBA            '     6406.11559200
'MBA            '     6409.24559200
'S4             '     6409.64559200
'MBA            '     6412.77559200
'MBA            '     6415.90559200
'S3             '     6416.29559200
'MBB            '     6419.42559200
'MBB            '     6422.55559200
'S2             '     6422.93559200
'MBB            '     6426.06559200
'MBB            '     6429.19559200
'S46            '     6429.73559200
'MPSV62103      '     6429.87309200
'MPSV62103      '     6430.01059200
'S140           '     6431.53829496
'QD             '     6433.08079496
'QD             '     6434.62329496
'S1             '     6434.97329496
'MBB            '     6438.10329496
'MBB            '     6441.23329496
'S2             '     6441.61329496
'MBB            '     6444.74329496
'MBB            '     6447.87329496
'S141           '     6449.94029496
'MPLH62173      '     6450.97029496    B         395.      .706
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'MPLH62173      '     6452.00029496
'S142           '     6453.05329496
'MKA62177       '     6453.94329496
'MKA62177       '     6454.83329496
'S143           '     6455.24329496
'MKE621         '     6456.25029496    K
'MKE621         '     6457.25729496
'S124           '     6457.84929496
'MKE621         '     6458.85629496    K
'MKE621         '     6459.86329496
'S144           '     6463.16599792
'BPH            '     6463.30349792
'BPH            '     6463.44099792
'S13            '     6463.53599792
'QF2            '     6465.07849792
'QF2            '     6466.62099792
'S5             '     6466.98099792
'MBA            '     6470.11099792
'MBA            '     6473.24099792
'S4             '     6473.64099792
'MBA            '     6476.77099792
'MBA            '     6479.90099792
'S3             '     6480.29099792
'MBB            '     6483.42099792
'MBB            '     6486.55099792
'S2             '     6486.93099792
'MBB            '     6490.06099792
'MBB            '     6493.19099792
'S25            '     6493.71699792
'MPSV62303      '     6493.85449792
'MPSV62303      '     6493.99199792
'ENDEXCH6       '     6493.99199792
 2 44 116 178 211                                  Bummper Locations
 94 127 142                                        Septa Entrances
 108 135 156                                       Septa Exits
 95 98 101 104 107                                 ZS-locations
 128 131 134                                       MST-locations
 143 146 149 152 155                               MSE-locations
 59                                                Kicker-location
 157 159                                           QDA entrance & exit
 50 184       92 140                               QF- & QFA centres
 167                                               Theor. Extr. Point
 125. 7500. 24000. 395. 600. 505. 395. 395.        Max Field and Currents
 .3 7.9 4.737 1.384 1.384 .75704 1.384 .706        Conversion factors
  .15 4.0 17. .160005 300.94 435.86                ds, cwgrad, xnaxcw, xthp
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10.2 Optics File (for FSE in LSS6)
 NAME                ALFX                 BETX                 MUX                  DX
'BEGEXCH6       '   -2.22531539633        94.3905279516        23.5978547442        4.26973450309
'MPSH61202      '   -2.24782691588        95.9874397571        23.5984516667        4.30627684330
'MPSH61202      '   -2.27033843542        97.6004247875        23.5990386913        4.34281918352
'S19            '   -2.33072876849        102.006880468        23.6005663173        4.44084917621
'BPH            '   -2.33939917167        102.649023060        23.6007801779        4.45492360696
'BPH            '   -2.34806957486        103.293550012        23.6009927023        4.46899803772
'S13            '   -2.35406003524        103.740252325        23.6011387631        4.47872218987
'QF             '  -0.184471067684E-02    107.416962164        23.6034509875        4.55803439057
'QF             '    2.35062430190        103.751372098        23.6057630880        4.47926869002
'S5             '    2.32798212944        102.067073783        23.6063198682        4.44254533534
'MBA            '    2.13112335899        88.1118105403        23.6115737725        4.12990503718
'MBA            '    1.93426458854        75.3857264853        23.6176875323        3.83040773109
'S4             '    1.90910661915        73.8483780022        23.6185407643        3.79298208080
'MBA            '    1.71224784870        62.5147878902        23.6258750030        3.50676936674
'MBA            '    1.51538907824        52.4112897557        23.6345821533        3.23371075531
'S3             '    1.49086005809        51.2388525925        23.6357799323        3.20051437148
'MBB            '    1.29400128764        42.5230983789        23.6464600743        2.94072975053
'MBB            '    1.09714251718        35.0381490464        23.6593799175        2.69410932474
'S2             '    1.07324244626        34.2134027602        23.6611267197        2.66497330352
'MBB            '   0.876383675811        28.1116467653        23.6772169387        2.43161728318
'MBB            '   0.679524905359        23.2412095637        23.6967550262        2.21143453552
'S46            '   0.645561646682        22.5256628256        23.7005115493        2.17459112003
'MPSV61303      '   0.636913594704        22.3493224799        23.7014868860        2.16520969478
'MPSV61303      '   0.628265542726        22.1753603486        23.7024698963        2.15582826954
'S47            '   0.554382689949        20.7860999690        23.7111824061        2.07567999317
'BPCN           '   0.546961088979        20.6561414031        23.7120887508        2.06762902460
'BPCN           '   0.539539488009        20.5279343350        23.7130007769        2.05957805603
'S48            '   0.532180781962        20.4025430634        23.7139106767        2.05159531601
'QD             '  -0.388377477331E-03    19.5916319702        23.7262735390        1.98151962062
'QD             '  -0.533012192898        20.4049952977        23.7386356568        1.98055563092
'S1             '  -0.555037961229        20.7858128516        23.7413405949        1.98812997829
'MBB            '  -0.752008919514        24.8772645208        23.7633171361        2.06249212214
'MBB            '  -0.948979877798        30.2008526089        23.7815309396        2.15003412021
'S2             '  -0.972893569129        30.9311645187        23.7835097637        2.16146687062
'MBB            '   -1.16986452741        37.6385887348        23.7981301675        2.26226393483
'MBB            '   -1.36683548570        45.5776943011        23.8101690055        2.37623729129
'S3             '   -1.39137848470        46.6533977495        23.8115150893        2.39126452877
'MBA            '   -1.58834944298        55.9808334395        23.8212688871        2.51849701668
'MBA            '   -1.78532040127        66.5392963953        23.8294346159        2.65890122819
'S4             '   -1.81049270793        67.9776216389        23.8303812030        2.67769185659
'MBA            '   -2.00746366621        79.9291081774        23.8371413838        2.83136027306
'MBA            '   -2.20443462450        93.1107679864        23.8429171030        2.99819483476
'S18            '   -2.22400609293        94.4880130495        23.8434448102        3.01543100330
'MPSH61402      '   -2.24647237663        96.0839738631        23.8440411249        3.03521657299
'MPSH61402      '   -2.26893866033        97.6959756033        23.8446275675        3.05500214267
'S19            '   -2.32920764183        102.099633927        23.8461537525        3.10807972993
'BPH            '   -2.33786062225        102.741355814        23.8463674199        3.11570022246
'BPH            '   -2.34651360266        103.385457270        23.8465797544        3.12332071498
'S13            '   -2.35249202550        103.831862804        23.8467256858        3.12858578255
'QF             '   0.182459060612E-02    107.500399106        23.8490359927        3.15932765649
'QF             '    2.35589028565        103.820864313        23.8513464220        3.08050039548
'S122           '    2.24794064712        95.9437095874        23.8540750281        2.93295544563
'MKA61432       '    2.19178916946        91.9923500507        23.8555827892        2.85620792642
'MKA61432       '    2.13563769179        88.1409401442        23.8571558753        2.77946040722
'S123           '    2.11992789635        87.0813043127        23.8576082193        2.75798834847
'MKE614         '    2.05639470758        82.8757474506        23.8594948356        2.67115154865
'MKE614         '    1.99286151880        78.7981464306        23.8614781388        2.58431474882
'S124           '    1.95551132242        76.4607097086        23.8626919995        2.53326471357
'MKE614         '    1.89197813364        72.5862878263        23.8648433758        2.44642791375
'MKE614         '    1.82844494487        68.8398217863        23.8671107183        2.35959111393
'S36            '    1.80958057204        67.7520521567        23.8678075239        2.33380739680
'MKE614         '    1.74604738326        64.1715348057        23.8702382389        2.24697059698
'MKE614         '    1.68251419448        60.7189732969        23.8728058841        2.16013379715
'S125           '    1.49342882531        51.2006720666        23.8813647492        1.90169299370
'MBB            '    1.29595462760        42.4707628926        23.8920554693        1.63840924916
'MBB            '    1.09848042989        34.9755129949        23.9049948843        1.38831292026
'S2             '    1.07450564167        34.1497782877        23.9067448780        1.35875348983
'MBB            '   0.877031443962        28.0420398068        23.9228701750        1.12189827995
'MBB            '   0.679557246252        23.1694751304        23.9424630329       0.898239695137
'S25            '   0.646371092036        22.4720368244        23.9461321792       0.861765391819
'MPSV61503      '   0.637696004194        22.2954775987        23.9471098574       0.852230759297
'MPSV61503      '   0.629020916352        22.1213040221        23.9480952558       0.842696126775
'S26            '   0.531752490142        20.3317362254        23.9596753343       0.735790154550
'QD             '   0.476502919143E-03    19.5201593940        23.9720824464       0.641039358750
'QD             '  -0.530732426516        20.3287275628        23.9844904785       0.568646819226
'S1             '  -0.552799076610        20.7079635889        23.9872055762       0.554552606108
'MBB            '  -0.750135630319        24.7865426895        24.0092641700       0.435123704417
'MBB            '  -0.947472184029        30.0995500443        24.0275422381       0.328903673038
'S2             '  -0.971430261274        30.8287329735        24.0295276798       0.316810557789
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'MBB            '   -1.16876681498        37.5281393221        24.0441940168       0.223812911629
'MBB            '   -1.36610336869        45.4615195596        24.0562660163       0.144027903469
'S3             '   -1.39069192165        46.5366697228        24.0576155083       0.134910173551
'MBA            '   -1.58802847536        55.8609497418        24.0673920336       0.683442807583E-01
'MBA            '   -1.78536502907        66.4185499017        24.0755739614       0.149937979822E-01
'S4             '   -1.81058405775        67.8569295365        24.0765222508       0.902035725285E-02
'MBA            '   -2.00792061146        79.8101300968        24.0832934890      -0.311132828332E-01
'MBA            '   -2.20525716517        92.9957967704        24.0890770870      -0.580297395661E-01
'S126           '   -2.22707162498        94.5293825318        24.0896644169      -0.602747290752E-01
'MPEH61602      '   -2.23652876073        95.1989225896        24.0899160757      -0.612479904231E-01
'MPEH61602      '   -2.24598589649        95.8712997882        24.0901659671      -0.622212517709E-01
'S127           '   -2.33133358092        102.067630714        24.0923440216      -0.710046302207E-01
'QFA            '  -0.165164978901E-02    106.554257646        24.0952162772      -0.816953120978E-01
'QFA            '    2.32831014581        102.079797828        24.0980883616      -0.888878224379E-01
'S60            '    2.22395565155        94.5275888702        24.1007764155      -0.935506223196E-01
'ZS61633        '    2.12551394962        87.7206689444        24.1035118455      -0.979492249808E-01
'ZS61633        '    2.02707224768        81.2218715456        24.1064628637      -0.102347827642
'S61            '    1.97800865183        78.0979084440        24.1080215743      -0.104540102451
'ZS61638        '    1.87956694989        72.0608026273        24.1113420226      -0.108938705112
'ZS61638        '    1.78112524796        66.3318193377        24.1149449961      -0.113337307773
'S61            '    1.73206165211        63.5915335556        24.1168564533      -0.115529582582
'ZS61655        '    1.63361995017        58.3242418481        24.1209467808      -0.119928185243
'ZS61655        '    1.53517824824        53.3650726676        24.1254119544      -0.124326787904
'S61            '    1.48611465238        51.0084642051        24.1277914299      -0.126519062713
'ZS61671        '    1.38767295045        46.5109866066        24.1329060140      -0.130917665374
'ZS61671        '    1.28923124851        42.3216315353        24.1385212188      -0.135316268035
'S61            '    1.24016765266        40.3487003924        24.1415255275      -0.137508542844
'ZS61676        '    1.14172595073        36.6210369031        24.1480070111      -0.141907145505
'ZS61676        '    1.04328424879        33.2014959408        24.1551525707      -0.146305748167
'S128           '   0.757727644533        25.0254369177        24.1803229529      -0.159065076934
'MKLP61698      '   0.664066498091        22.9083854393        24.1902268720      -0.163250073332
'MKLP61698      '   0.570405351650        21.0702568551        24.2010216995      -0.167435069730
'S23            '   0.554050819699        20.7778982505        24.2029994383      -0.168165827999
'QDA            '  -0.493353489922E-02    19.7517022645        24.2180201818      -0.177157374289
'QDA            '  -0.564778034256        20.8163850593        24.2330269918      -0.193788259124
'S129           '  -0.664700395972        22.7552725438        24.2445692000      -0.210977479468
'MPNH61733      '  -0.729329951426        24.1771834981        24.2514925040      -0.222095427946
'MPNH61733      '  -0.793959506880        25.7309387456        24.2580029503      -0.233213376424
'S130           '  -0.932342790322        29.5011829627        24.2706323036      -0.257018866108
'MSL            '   -1.02643581959        32.4099691984        24.2782786619      -0.273205291098
'MSL            '   -1.12052884885        35.5982117310        24.2852390207      -0.289391716089
'S131           '   -1.13218751375        36.0127115417        24.2860569163      -0.291397306795
'MSL            '   -1.22628054302        39.5150366060        24.2923237723      -0.307583731785
'MSL            '   -1.32037357228        43.2968179673        24.2980389632      -0.323770156776
'S132           '   -1.37930051990        45.8075148730        24.3013627893      -0.333907109800
'TPSN           '   -1.45216717556        49.0637027228        24.3052238982      -0.346442051712
'TPSN           '   -1.52503383122        52.4874838806        24.3088309062      -0.358976993624
'S133           '   -1.56888054923        54.6284726318        24.3108877481      -0.366519758670
'MST617         '   -1.64428169726        58.4521357052        24.3142396359      -0.379490698561
'MST617         '   -1.71968284529        62.4552535108        24.3173744407      -0.392461638453
'S66            '   -1.77379425741        65.4386829565        24.3195005675      -0.401770195316
'MST617         '   -1.84919540544        69.7500406553        24.3223040641      -0.414741135207
'MST617         '   -1.92459655347        74.2408530864        24.3249361083      -0.427712075099
'S66            '   -1.97870796558        77.5742751457        24.3267271547      -0.437020631962
'MST617         '   -2.05410911361        82.3733274699        24.3290965142      -0.449991571853
'MST617         '   -2.12951026164        87.3518345265        24.3313293255      -0.462962511745
'S134           '   -2.30171019709        99.3945754836        24.3359719799      -0.492585336734
'BPHA           '   -2.31755077441        100.549390726        24.3363699859      -0.495310324106
'BPHA           '   -2.33339135173        101.712126258        24.3367634313      -0.498035311478
'S59            '   -2.35201987065        103.089637157        24.3372203871      -0.501239896628
'QFA            '   0.134709125407E-02    107.610279492        24.3400643089      -0.511021611098
'QFA            '    2.35448579473        103.079713617        24.3429083677      -0.498921516088
'S69            '    2.27183353201        97.0562458535        24.3449801544      -0.483160186381
'MSE618         '    2.19629114134        91.7391774922        24.3469873488      -0.468754669982
'MSE618         '    2.12074875068        86.6019000207        24.3491122506      -0.454349153583
'S66            '    2.06653597620        83.0259588640        24.3507151811      -0.444011077109
'MSE618         '    1.99099358554        78.1974986855        24.3530657852      -0.429605560710
'MSE618         '    1.91545119488        73.5488293968        24.3555632571      -0.415200044311
'S66            '    1.86123842040        70.3235364654        24.3574532056      -0.404861967837
'MSE618         '    1.78569602974        65.9836844697        24.3602336906      -0.390456451438
'MSE618         '    1.71015363907        61.8236233638        24.3631991823      -0.376050935039
'S66            '    1.65594086460        58.9489786577        24.3654507091      -0.365712858564
'MSE618         '    1.58039847393        55.0977348448        24.3687741935      -0.351307342165
'MSE618         '    1.50485608327        51.4262819217        24.3723325039      -0.336901825767
'S66            '    1.45064330879        48.9022854409        24.3750429568      -0.326563749292
'MSE618         '    1.37510091813        45.5396498109        24.3790567381      -0.312158232893
'MSE618         '    1.29955852747        42.3568050706        24.3833695827      -0.297752716494
'S70            '   0.563896068400        20.7617832797        24.4472682562      -0.157465951342
'QDA            '   0.501669396206E-02    19.6985933032        24.4623151486      -0.137750450810
'QDA            '  -0.552988037221        20.7226477420        24.4773762852      -0.123974992755
'S135           '  -0.676997580114        23.1432594369        24.4916980527      -0.112530029989
'MKLE61933      '  -0.723123080824        24.1681477607        24.4966248720      -0.108273062131
'MKLE61933      '  -0.769248581534        25.2605638175        24.5013406305      -0.104016094273
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'S136           '  -0.792122292952        25.8273414450        24.5036025649      -0.101905056934
'MPNH61936      '  -0.856395531646        27.5088296260        24.5096944324      -0.959732164762E-01
'MPNH61936      '  -0.920668770340        29.3214352141        24.5154116542      -0.900413760184E-01
'S137           '   -1.69771332226        61.6100139890        24.5622614853      -0.183271695427E-01
'THEXTPT6       '   -1.69771332226        61.6100139890        24.5622614853      -0.183271695427E-01
'S138           '   -1.79522590744        67.0153374469        24.5660948490      -0.932763708346E-02
'MKE619         '   -1.85867997740        70.6948206730        24.5684233916      -0.347139851386E-02
'MKE619         '   -1.92213404737        74.5021003959        24.5706318310       0.238484005574E-02
'S36            '   -1.94097492812        75.6571699796        24.5712656761       0.412368348406E-02
'MKE619         '   -2.00442899809        79.6301917333        24.5733305706       0.997992205366E-02
'MKE619         '   -2.06788306805        83.7310099839        24.5752933820       0.158361606233E-01
'S123           '   -2.08357329985        84.7647226195        24.5757637842       0.172842275585E-01
'MKA61997       '   -2.13965485126        88.5233956740        24.5773990230       0.224600491345E-01
'MKA61997       '   -2.19573640267        92.3818938900        24.5789653942       0.276358707104E-01
'S139           '   -2.22396621731        94.3619206637        24.5797290681       0.302412280879E-01
'MPSH62002      '   -2.24646185086        95.9578634841        24.5803261731       0.323173722481E-01
'MPSH62002      '   -2.26895748440        97.5698681868        24.5809133801       0.343935164084E-01
'S19            '   -2.32930520101        101.973637971        24.5824414943       0.399630665698E-01
'BPH            '   -2.33796948564        102.615388241        24.5826554248       0.407627019256E-01
'BPH            '   -2.34663377027        103.259521189        24.5828680192       0.415623372815E-01
'S13            '   -2.35262000329        103.705950297        24.5830141281       0.421148126182E-01
'QF             '  -0.119230405871E-02    107.379394600        24.5853271395       0.503030610899E-01
'QF             '    2.35039936302        103.713137414        24.5876400706       0.567467412583E-01
'S5             '    2.32775251385        102.029002738        24.5881970573       0.580283733002E-01
'MBA            '    2.13085308244        88.0753034880        24.5934530315       0.757802504036E-01
'MBA            '    1.93395365102        75.3510392624        24.5995694669       0.106747404940
'S4             '    1.90879048528        73.8139416078        24.6004230944       0.111549517677
'MBA            '    1.71189105387        62.4824571611        24.6077609439       0.155735246958
'MBA            '    1.51499162246        52.3813203794        24.6164728424       0.213134828068
'S3             '    1.49045753586        51.2091952077        24.6176713110       0.221110513193
'MBB            '    1.29355810445        42.4960875389        24.6283579496       0.291730594252
'MBB            '    1.09665867303        35.0140402491        24.6412863656       0.375562102334
'S2             '    1.07275366558        34.1896635605        24.6430343757       0.386542455991
'MBB            '   0.875854234166        28.0910941971        24.6591361061       0.483597386925
'MBB            '   0.678954802752        23.2240988946        24.6786886111       0.593860323881
'S46            '   0.644984529002        22.5091716554        24.6824478946       0.614024388473
'MPSV62103      '   0.636334690778        22.3329902627        24.6834239453       0.619158756772
'MPSV62103      '   0.627684852555        22.1591875755        24.6844076737       0.624293125071
'S140           '   0.531580245591        20.3881748536        24.6958566747       0.681338867965
'QD             '  -0.720167636391E-03    19.5786854316        24.7082279977       0.751153491440
'QD             '  -0.533121929348        20.3927220271        24.7205979386       0.847166946600
'S1             '  -0.555162961753        20.7736217390        24.7233044845       0.872159943171
'MBB            '  -0.752270422856        24.8662829551        24.7452923993        1.10228416659
'MBB            '  -0.949377883959        30.1919354792        24.7635129438        1.34560536480
'S2             '  -0.973308147714        30.9225561712        24.7654923355        1.37594979150
'MBB            '   -1.17041560882        37.6330027675        24.7801158682        1.63251188129
'MBB            '   -1.36752306992        45.5759854107        24.7921558275        1.90226149187
'S141           '   -1.49769110987        51.4983831204        24.7989482959        2.08477541596
'MPLH62173      '   -1.56255471952        54.6504363246        24.8020385275        2.17572333168
'MPLH62173      '   -1.62741832917        57.9361085648        24.8049519947        2.26667124741
'S142           '   -1.69373034953        61.4332781235        24.8077612716        2.35965003892
'MKA62177       '   -1.74977754622        64.4980001507        24.8100116194        2.43823610202
'MKA62177       '   -1.80582474290        67.6624861880        24.8121558732        2.51682216513
'S143           '   -1.83164423801        69.1538484702        24.8131098206        2.55302473352
'MKE621         '   -1.89505943696        72.9066390709        24.8153670331        2.64194177346
'MKE621         '   -1.95847463591        76.7871478822        24.8175091092        2.73085881340
'S124           '   -1.99575546786        79.1280521037        24.8187178593        2.78313179020
'MKE621         '   -2.05917066682        83.2113627213        24.8206930280        2.87204883014
'MKE621         '   -2.12258586577        87.4223915496        24.8225721589        2.96096587008
'S144           '   -2.33057153139        102.129847667        24.8281362013        3.25259106471
'BPH            '   -2.33923050841        102.771945447        24.8283498053        3.26473216997
'BPH            '   -2.34788948542        103.416424446        24.8285620764        3.27687327522
'S13            '   -2.35387205136        103.863091792        24.8287079640        3.28526167522
'QF             '   0.116170225411E-02    107.534816340        24.8310175538        3.36370628265
'QF             '    2.35603569644        103.856089141        24.8333272215        3.32549366814
'S5             '    2.33332806771        102.167918186        24.8338834462        3.30298656937
'MBA            '    2.13590019809        88.1809722596        24.8391326956        3.11393819185
'MBA            '    1.93847232847        75.4267655734        24.8452423925        2.93805092117
'S4             '    1.91324162989        73.8860799900        24.8460951748        2.91642111078
'MBA            '    1.71581376026        62.5283865201        24.8534267427        2.75380266201
'MBA            '    1.51838589064        52.4043470613        24.8621335224        2.60435174133
'S3             '    1.49378595952        51.2296000398        24.8633314890        2.58655630141
'MBB            '    1.29635808990        42.4973107003        24.8740158419        2.45036828689
'MBB            '    1.09893022028        34.9993896801        24.8869467830        2.32735321071
'S2             '    1.07496105662        34.1733109948        24.8886955771        2.31322323740
'MBB            '   0.877533187003        28.0625770112        24.9048093821        2.20346616111
'MBB            '   0.680105317381        23.1867260893        24.9243877086        2.10688642545
'S25            '   0.646926948744        22.4887071173        24.9280541296        2.09176973909
'MPSV62303      '   0.638253896106        22.3119947511        24.9290310836        2.08781813381
'MPSV62303      '   0.629580843468        22.1376674744        24.9300157531        2.08386652854
'ENDEXCH6       '   0.629580843468        22.1376674744        24.9300157531        2.08386652854
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10.3 Separatrix Files (for SSE & FSE in LSS6)
100% to West *** Regular Lattice (LSE2240 [+], LSE4060 [+], LSE4240 [-])
6, betan=109.
( 25.62,  15.45)   (25.62, 15.45)
( 25.62,  17.16)   (25.62, 17.16)
(-28.89,  17.86)   (41.05, 25.25)
(-30.57,  16.91)   (40.12, 23.14)
(  1.12, -38.69)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
(  2.82, -40.03)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
100% to North *** Regular Lattice (LSE2240 [+], LSE4060 [+], LSE4240 [-])
6, betan=109.
( 40.12,  23.14)    (41.05, 25.25)
( 41.05,  25.25)    (1.E50, 1.E50)
(-28.89,  17.86)    (1.E50, 1.E50)
(-30.57,  16.91)    (1.E50, 1.E50)
(  1.12, -38.69)    (1.E50, 1.E50)
(  2.82, -40.03)    (1.E50, 1.E50)
Regular Lattice (QECD3140, LOE1040 [1B], LOE1200 [1A], LOE3300 [3B], LOE6360 [6C])
11, betan=109.
( 29.75,   7.76)   (29.75,  7.76)
( 29.75,   9.12)   (29.75,  9.12)
( -8.59,   0.83)   (44.64, 18.94)
(-12.57,   -.14)   (44.28, 17.17)
(-19.85,  -2.73)   (35.62, 11.26)
(-27.05,  -6.14)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
(-35.48, -10.99)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
(-35.73, -12.75)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
(  8.64,   -.70)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
( 12.14,    .14)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
( 19.54,   2.74)   (1.E50, 1.E50)
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10.4 Print File   (omitting trajectories)
    *********************************************************
    *                                                       *
    *  SICOPEX  Version V.1   ---   Printout of Input Data  *
    *                                                       *
    *********************************************************
    Extraction in LSS6 (West) - SSE, FS & FE
    PARAMETERS WHICH ARE COMMON TO ALL EXTRACTIONS:
    -----------------------------------------------
    Zone for Extractions : WEST
    Thickness (mm) of ZS  =   .15
    Thickness (mm) of MST =  4.00
    Thickness (mm) of MSE = 17.00
    Fraction of Gradient in QDA Coil-Window =  .16000500
    Distance (mm) of neutral Axis in Coil-Window = 300.94
    Distance (m) from End of QDA191 to EXTR.POINT = 18.1665
    Deflection (mm) at EXTR.POINT from EQ.Orbit = 435.86
    Upper Limit (mm) for Upstream ZS -Position =  68.00
    Lower Limit (mm) for Upstream ZS -Position =  50.00
    Upper Limit (mm) for Upstream MST-Position =  51.00
    Lower Limit (mm) for Upstream MST-Position =  37.00
    Upper Limit (mm) for Upstream MSE-Position =  65.00
    Lower Limit (mm) for Upstream MSE-Position =  47.00
    Electric Field (kV/cm) of ZS-Unit 1 = 100.00
    Electric Field (kV/cm) of ZS-Unit 2 = 105.00
    Electric Field (kV/cm) of ZS-Unit 3 = 110.00
    Electric Field (kV/cm) of ZS-Unit 4 = 115.00
    Electric Field (kV/cm) of ZS-Unit 5 = 120.00
    Max. Excursion (mm) of Beam in QFA's (<90) =  90.0
    Max. Excursion (mm) of Beam in QF's  (<65) =  65.0
    Fixed Septa-Position:
    Upstream Septum-Pos. (mm) of ZS    =  68.000
    Downstream Septum-Pos. (mm) of ZS  =  43.900
    Upstream Septum-Pos. (mm) of MST   =  43.800
    Number of different Extractions =  4
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    PARAMETERS for EXTRACTION No. 1
    -------------------------------
    SSE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c 100% to WEST
    Type of Extraction (F/R) = SSE
    Momentum (GeV/c) of Extraction =  450.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Outside Clearance (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MST =   6.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MST =   4.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MSE =  10.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MSE =   7.0
    Momentum Dispersion  Delta(p)/p =  .0000
    Beta-value (m) used for Normalization =  109.0
    Normalized Coordinates (mm.eq) of Separatrix at ZS:
    Circulating Beam      Extracted Beam
     ( 25.62, 15.45)     ( 25.62, 15.45)
     ( 25.62, 17.16)     ( 25.62, 17.16)
     (-28.89, 17.86)     ( 41.05, 25.25)
     (-30.57, 16.91)     ( 40.12, 23.14)
     (  1.12,-38.69)
     (  2.82,-40.03)
    Fixed Septa- and Bumper-Currents:
    Current (A) of MPSH62002  =  176.000
    PARAMETERS for EXTRACTION No. 2
    -------------------------------
    SSE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c 100% to NORTH
    Type of Extraction (F/R) = SSE
    Momentum (GeV/c) of Extraction =  450.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Outside Clearance (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MST =   6.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MST =   4.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MSE =  10.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MSE =   7.0
    Momentum Dispersion  Delta(p)/p =  .0000
    Beta-value (m) used for Normalization =  109.0
    Normalized Coordinates (mm.eq) of Separatrix at ZS:
    Circulating Beam      Extracted Beam
     ( 40.12, 23.14)     ( 41.05, 25.25)
     ( 41.05, 25.25)
     (-28.89, 17.86)
     (-30.57, 16.91)
     (  1.12,-38.69)
     (  2.82,-40.03)
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    PARAMETERS for EXTRACTION No. 3
    -------------------------------
    FSE EXTRACTION at 446 GeV/c
    Type of Extraction (F/R) = FSE
    Momentum (GeV/c) of Extraction =  446.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Outside Clearance (mm) at ZS  = *****
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MST =   6.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MST =   4.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MSE =  10.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MSE =   7.0
    Momentum Dispersion  Delta(p)/p =  .0000
    Beta-value (m) used for Normalization =  109.0
    Normalized Coordinates (mm.eq) of Separatrix at ZS:
    Circulating Beam      Extracted Beam
     ( 29.75,  7.76)     ( 29.75,  7.76)
     ( 29.75,  9.12)     ( 29.75,  9.12)
     ( -8.59,   .83)     ( 44.64, 18.94)
     (-12.57,  -.14)     ( 44.28, 17.17)
     (-19.85, -2.73)     ( 35.62, 11.26)
     (-27.05, -6.14)
     (-35.48,-10.99)
     (-35.73,-12.75)
     (  8.64,  -.70)
     ( 12.14,   .14)
     ( 19.54,  2.74)
    PARAMETERS for EXTRACTION No. 4
    -------------------------------
    FE EXTRACTION at 450 GeV/c
    Type of Extraction (F/R) = FE
    Momentum (GeV/c) of Extraction =  450.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at ZS  =   4.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at ZS  =   3.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MST =   5.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MST =   4.0
    Inside Clearance  (mm) at MSE =   9.0
    Outside Clearance (mm) at MSE =   6.0
    Momentum Dispersion  Delta(p)/p =  .0000
    Beta-value (m) used for Normalization =  109.0
    Beam Emittance (mm*mrad/pi) =   .08
    Percentage of Beam to be Shaved off = 100.0
    Fixed Septa- and Bumper-Currents:
    Current (A) of MST =  4221.00
    Current (A) of MPLH62173  = -217.000
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    *******************************************************
    *                                                     *
    *  SICOPEX  Version V.1   ---   Printout of Solution  *
    *                                                     *
    *******************************************************
    Extraction in LSS6 (West) - SSE, FS & FE
           VALUES COMMON TO ALL EXTRACTIONS
           --------------------------------
           Additional Gain of Clearance =  20.869154 %
           Electric Field of ZS-Unit 1 = 100.000 kV/cm
           Electric Field of ZS-Unit 2 = 105.000 kV/cm
           Electric Field of ZS-Unit 3 = 110.000 kV/cm
           Electric Field of ZS-Unit 4 = 115.000 kV/cm
           Electric Field of ZS-Unit 5 = 120.000 kV/cm
           Upstream Septum-Pos. of ZS    = 68.000000 mm
           Downstream Septum-Pos. of ZS  = 43.900000 mm
           Upstream Septum-Pos. of MST   = 43.800000 mm
           Downstream Septum-Pos. of MST = 47.412101 mm
           Upstream Septum-Pos. of MSE   = 49.578578 mm
           Downstream Septum-Pos. of MSE = 81.578578 mm
 VALUES FOR INDIVIDUAL EXTRACTIONS
 ---------------------------------
 Type of Extraction:                 SSE            SSE            FSE             FE
 Momentum (GeV/c):                  450.0          450.0          446.0          450.0
 ZS-Strength (mrad):            .36666667      .36666667      .36995516      .36666667
 MST-Strength (mrad):          1.17545122     1.02421449     1.11021191     1.18734177
 MSE-Strength (mrad):         10.36441883    10.39949211    10.37156118    10.24201796
 Bumper-Strengths (mrad):
             MPSH61202:        -.15119450     -.06791048     -.24212597     -.31102128
             MPSH61402:         .46488173      .31318890      .42044316      .63644132
             MPNH61733:         .12418599      .13001156      .12802830      .22168046
             MPSH62002:         .28259473      .16559496      .36754496      .49906052
             MPLH62173:        -.53645167     -.33863731     -.45114065     -.68303431
 Kicker-Strength (mrad):        .00000000      .00000000      .00000000      .15334426
 MST-Current (Amp):            4178.72909     3641.08251     3911.72063     4221.00000
 MSE-Current (Amp):           22093.31340    22168.07735    21912.01805    21832.39757
 Bumper-Currents (Amp):
             MPSH61202:      -94.16393635   -42.29464779  -149.45564445  -193.70405228
             MPSH61402:      289.52833953   195.05404908   259.52442787   396.37565361
             MPNH61733:       42.30619292    44.29077770    43.22745390    75.51943989
             MPSH62002:      176.00000000   103.13254352   226.87226969   310.81489281
             MPLH62173:     -170.43069633  -107.58507418  -142.05336317  -217.00000000
 Kicker-Defl. at ZS (mm):       .00000000      .00000000      .00000000    12.65045710
 Strength of QDA191:          .0119655571    .0119655571    .0119589885    .0119629185
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Envelope SSE SSE FSE FE
Figure 11: SSE at 450GeV/c - 100% to North
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Envelope SSE SSE FSE FE
Figure 13: FE at 450GeV/c
